
Traces



This project challenges perceptions of the 
throwaway. I think rubbish can be 
really beautiful and I wanted to f ind a way 
for others to see this potential beauty. I 
planned to make a series of ceramics that 
might provoke people into thinking about 
waste and change attitudes. 



These f i lm photos were an inital starting point 
for my project,  I  am trying to document the 
beauty I see in what others disregard.





I wanted to f ind out, why do people not f ind waste 
beautiful or aestheticaly pleasing  ?
I tried to discover this in my dissertation
The Problem of Waste: Managing Waste and its 
Perceptions





I read The Ethics of Waste by Gay Hawkins which 
was key to my early research. 

*Hawkins writes of the conscience and guilt as-
sociated with throwing-away, how we have been 
educated to disconnect from our rubbish rather 
than interact with it .

*Changing ideologies have made impressions on 
collective consciousness, the set of beliefs and 
value systems have had a huge impact on socie-
ty’s perceptions. A set of behaviours have become 
established which applies in reactions to waste. 
Waste education runs through our learning: 
school children are taught not to litter and to re-
cycle;  they witness their parents take rubbish out 
in black bags, intentionally opaque to hide what 
is contained. 

*Western cultures do not want to be confronted 
with waste, they avoid looking at it ,  disassociat-
ing and distancing themselves from it.  It  is out of 
sight,  out of mind. 





I read Learning by Heart:  Teachings to Free the Creative 
Spirit by Sister Corita Kent. Sister Corita was both an art-
ist and teacher, she writes about how we are taught to see, 
and how if you look at things as if  you have never seen them 
before you will  have a whole new realm of experiences. This 
is how I feel about our waste, I  feel that if  we all  looked at it 
in this way, perhaps people could connect more to what we 
throwaway and become more mindful.



‘For so many years we have been learning to 
judge and dismiss – I know what that thing 
is – I’ve seen it a hundred times – and we’ve 
lost the complex realities,  laws, and details 
that surround us’ 
                                              -  Sister Corita



MAYBE if we can learn to re-connect 
to these materials and objects the 
whole issue of waste would change?



The image below is from a scene in the f i lm American Beauty where we see a 
plastic bag f loating around in the wind, it  is a really moving, beautiful image. 
Hawkins writes in the Ethics of Waste that this scene ‘acknowledges the variety 
of relations we have with plastic bags, their status as ‘rubbish’ is not f ixed’. 

this scene suggests alternative ways of being with waste, of experiencing waste
if waste was regarded as beautiful we could re-appropriate it  in our minds



Beginning to make stuff for this project 
was quite diff icult I didn’t know what 
I wanted to make. I decided to start by 
thinking about materials that I could use 
that would burn away in the kiln.



Eva Hesse paper mache and cheese cloth structures
I started by crunching up old newspaper and dipping 
it into p.v.a so that it held its shape better.

looking at paper



i then dipped these into slip and fired to low bisque. I like 
how they look like paper and have similar material qualities 
like their fragility. 





I think these paper tests are really interesting, especially the more vessel- 
like ones. However I found as I increased the scale, the paper simply couldn’t 
hold the pressure of the liquid slip. Although I liked these structures I real-
ised that because they are so fragile they weren’t really a viable route to go 
down. A lot of these pieces would completely crack in the kiln due to incon-
sistencies with the thickness of the slip 





Thinking about other materials I could use to cast from, I looked 
at Christo and Jean - Claude’s wrapped series.



The photo above was taken by Harley Weir, it  documents a 
church at the Calais Refuge camp. 
This building wrapped in plastic sheeting to waterproof it , 
creates shelter,  it  is beautiful in a way - it  shows the ingenu-
ity of the people living in this place - displacement. 
It reminds me of seeing massive building sites which are all 
wrapped up. 

This photo above is of a big wrapped building I saw, 
obviously for building purposes but I think this 
‘wrapped’ quality is really intriguing and
aesthetically pleasing



These photos are of some discarded building site material that I saw in the street. I was attracted to the 
material qualities, the translucency and the texture, also the way somebody has attempted to roll it up or fold 
it - what happened ?
Also as passers by have walked past, people have littered on top and beside  it. It is interesting how this
behaviour develops, how one person littering justifies others dumping rubbish?



Sooo I wanted to burn material away in the kiln and cast directly into it, 
rather than casting into a plaster mould. I felt that by doing this I would 
capture the material qualities better, I also liked the idea of leaving behind 
a ghost of what was once there. This is where I saw limitations with working 
with plastic so decided to look into using cardboard, I had liked the results 
of my paper tests and thought maybe cardboard would be a stronger materi-
al to work with.
Although I didn’t continue with plastic I feel that it was an important step 
in my research, especially looking at  Christo/Jean-Claude and Harley 
Weir’s work as they inspired this project a lot.











I started by stacking little pieces of cardboard, creating bundles and packs using string 
and tape. 
I also tried peeling different layers of the cardboard away, leaving the colours and 
graphics exposed or showing the corrugated layers. I was inspired by the stacks and 
bundles of card and paper that I see in the street - it is a really thoughtless action,
normally someone has put their recylcing outside to be collected but i find it aestheti-
cally pleasing; the contrasts in colours, graphics, textures



thinking about cardboard 

trying to replicate this spiral 
making base for vessel



initial cardboard tests







thinking about form
One of the limitations I found working with cardboard 
is that any form I make will  have to be made using 
straight lines
This means that I cannot make cyclinder or more 
spherical shapes. Here I was drawing more 
geometric forms to work from





starting to do f irst bigger casts into cardboard 



With these bigger moulds I found that the cardboard would 
split open from the pressure of the slip.  I decided to try a 
new process of swishing slip around my cardboard mould 
in layers - this worked a lot better but meant that my casts 
were really really thin. I had to keep developing the forms 
I was constructing as I wanted to make more cyclindrical 
vases rather than working with square/rectangular forms, so 
I started thinking about hexagon and oxagon shapes 



trying to make a jug - this didn’t work, the jug 
was way too big and I couldn’t work out how to 
attach a handle??!

when making the cardboard structures they are really straight 
and structural but when the slip is poured in, the cardboard 
starts to warp, change shape and become more curved. I l ike 
this contrast expecially seeing how the cardboard behaves



planning out bigger pieces with measurements - 
I found that if I wanted to create pieces with 
sloping diagonals that I needed to measure the card-
board carefully so that each piece fit into each other 



I started to encounter major issues as my casts got 
bigger also as I started to f ire these pieces to bisque 
I found them really really fragile,  just picking a vase 
up to take to 318 would make bits break off !!  





At this point i  had to re-avaluate this process I was 
using - I started this project saying I wanted to make 
functional work and I was just making really 
overly delicate objects - they were too thin to f ire 
higher than bisque

january 
assessment 

after the formative assessment I realised 
that I needed to move my project on a 
bit , I felt really stressed out and 
needed to take a step back from what I 
was doing 



my trip to Magpie Recyling co-op 

The Blue machine is called the plugger, it  squishes the 
recycling into cubes to be transported elsewhere





After visiting the co-op a few times to take pho-
tos I got in contact with Sibyl who has worked 
there for many years,  she told me about the or-
ganisation
 





I was really attracted to these layers in the cubes, 
the contrasting colours, textures and forms

Tetra packs



I had always known that there were underlying issues with 
the waste management in Brighton, I had heard people 
complaining about the councils recycling scheme. How-
ever my trips to Magpie recycling co-op really exposed to 
me what was going on. In 2003 Brighton & Hove council 
signed a contract with Veolia which they are now una-
ble to terminate, it is currently estimated that they have 
remaining PFI payments amounting to £233 million, with 
the contract set to end in 2033. The only plastic recycling 
that Veolia currently deal with are plastic bottles, leaving 
Brighton with one of the worst plastic recycling rates in 
the UK. 

i found this weird that corporations are making money off 
of our waste, that there are multi-million pound lucrative 
deals within waste management. Is this ethical?

I started to research more into recycling and watched the 
documentary plastic china based on a recycling farm in 
the Shandong province near Beijing. This documentary 
highlights the major ethical and environemental  issues 
surrounding recycling. 
For years the west has been shipping off their waste to 
poorer, third world countries - this is called waste colo-
nialism. This research made me feel quite anti-reycling, 
really it was just a mask for our guilt from consumerism.
I feel this research has provided an extra dimension to my 
work.



so far. .  I  had looked at corrugated cardboard and this meant I was creating quite limited forms - maybe it  was too obvious ? 
I needed to f ind a more subtle way of expressing the material qualities of the cardboard ! Also to make functional work I 
neeeeed to make plaster moulds to slip cast from - reliable, batch production, I can clean up and fettle before bisque f iring
Below are some of Rachel Whiteread’s work with cardboard ,  I  think the indentations are interesting - they give an impression 
of what was once there, tacti lity





Constructing cardboard models to 
make my plaster masters 



I liked this piece, especially at the base 
where the cardboard has sagged and changed 
shape like a bag of sand 
but it  had too many undercuts to make a 
mould from. 

I made a f ive piece mould of this corrugated 
square shape .  I  was originally inf luenced by 
this above form and then after seeing all  of the 
cubes of recyling at the co-op I tried to make a 
more cubey structure



thinking about indentations 
what do they mean ?

“We cannot stop leaving this trail  of imprints,  because even 
in our absense, si lence or inaction, they remain” 
- Leigh Matson

i found this quote in an article and thought it  exactly ex-
pressed what I am trying to say

This imprinted cardboard that I’m using to cast from is used to contain tins, 
cans, bottles - these objects have had whole lives,  they have been processed 
somewhere, made, there have been people involved, then they will  be sold - 
used, then thrown away or recyled - these objects are not f ixed yet they have 
whole narratives surrounding them.

These indentations are showing weight - a trace of what was 
once there - a past life

I am attempting to preserve these objects - they have left 
behind a small disposable trace of their existence which i wil l 
make more f ixed, I am commemorating these objects,  adding 
importance to their existence, these indentations show a resi-
due of use, an absense,  a ghost of something



burn away cups
Although i had started using plaster at this 
stage i was still attempting to refine my 
burn-away cardboard technique. I wanted 
to find the perfect conditions for casting. 
I started to leave the slip in my moulds 
for up to an hour, I would then cover the 
top in plastic to prevent cracking, as they 
could dry at uneven rates, I experimented 
with peeling the layers off once my slip 
was dry



making moulds



After making a few moulds of these various forms I 
realised that if  I  wanted to make big vases that I would 
need to create moulds in parts.  It  was really diff icult 
slip casting into big moulds and they were sooooo 
heavy .
So I started to think about making forms that could 
join together at the base and tops ,  also this meant I 
could have a whole variety of forms using a couple of 
moulds



burn away cups out of the kiln 

With the burn-away process I had managed to f ind a way 
to get the slip an even thickness and to minimise crack-
ing ,  I  also realised that as these casts were so thin, i 
needed to water down my stonewear glaze ,  making sure 
it  was the same thickness inside and outside 
so i  decided to continue with the burn away process and 
start to make new forms ,  keeping these new cardboard 
moulds small was important as i  had seen the majority 
of the bigger casts split  open or crack.



starting to think about a colour scheme

stick in test tiles page

My colour scheme is mainly derived from colours I have seen in waste, for example pale orange plastic 
bags, pink, green and yellow graphics. I want my colour scheme to be subtle, I do not want to 
overcomplicate with glazes as these will distract from textural qualities



Constructing caraf shape, I wanted to make a form that 
was cylindrical at the top so I made my caraf 8 sided.
I imagine this form to be used for pouring wine or 
holding a single f lower, as I l ike how the top spout is so 
narrow.

f irst slip casts from big mould
After my first attempted slip cast 
leaked, I realised that my mould 
needed to be tied together really 
tight and I’ve been putting it  in a 
bucket to make it  extra secure !

thinking about other forms



starting to think about new forms . . . 
making smaller moulds that f it  into each 
other to create bigger pieces 



working out new forms for my piece 2gether moulds !



making a handle 
for my hexagon 
cup









I was feeling un-inspired form wise ,  so far I had worked using the lim-
itations of the cardboard to inf luence my form 
i decided to look back at some of the burn away pieces i  had made 
right at the start of this project -
I decided to use this form as a starting point



Refining my mould making techniques, getting f irst 
join-together slip casts out of moulds





Thinking about the degree show made me start to think more about the 
context for my work. All through this project I had been wanting my 
work to be functional, but what was their function? I had made a series 
of vessels, what could they contain? I started to think about vases and 
thinking about pieces that could hold flowers. 
If I wanted my pieces to hold flowers in the degree show, where would I 
source my flowers from... I did some research on arranging flowers and 
floristry and found  that a lot of the floristry industry is un-ethical. 

vases > flowers > arranging flowers 
ethically sourced flowers 









Above an image from Wolfgang Tillmans f lower series 
Described as ‘the beautiful found within the make-piece and sustained 
by the most ordinary’ by writer Jeremy Millar 



flower foraging trip

I walked through the woods and f ields and found wild f lowers 
growing, as my journey continued I saw discarded bottles and 
cans in bushes or by foot paths, so would f i l l  them with water 
and place a f lower in each one. 
I left a trail  of these. I think by setting these up the discarded 
object becomes different in people’s eyes and is seen in a new 
light. 









setting up  found cans and bottles with flowers

After my foraging trip I felt  inspired to take more photos look-
ing at un-intended use. I think using these old bottles and cans 
as vessels for holding f lowers really elevates them, we can see 
them as objects not just waste.









I am happy with how these f i lm photos came out, I  think they pro-
vide an interesting context to go alongside my work. I am planning to 
make a book of these images for the degree show. 

I am now thinking about possible ways that I can photograph my fi-
nal pieces, perhaps in a similar way to these photos



I was starting to join together my first few casts and I wasn’t getting the results I 
had imagined, I had been trying to hide my joins by sponging/fetteling and this 
was ruining the textural qualities.  I  decided to make the join a feature ,  I  have been 
leaving seam lines from my moulds anyway and so I shouldn’t be hiding the join - I 
think my pieces should show the elements of how they’re made, the process. 



Starting to do more coloured slip casts meant I had to work out quantities.  I  decided to swish coloured slip around 
my mould rather than cast solid colour casts,  this meant I would need less coloured slip, save money, and minimise 
risks of cracking as when huge amounts of stain are added to the clay it  can crack a lot easier.
I then decided to work out 25% of the slip volume needed to f i l l  each mould and make 25% of volume of coloured 
slip. 











 f irst big slip casts 





As things had started to come out of the 
kiln I had been lining my pieces up on the 
window sill of my desk, organising them 
into the different forms. This led me to 
think about using shelving to display my 
work at the degree show.





taking pix of my work





My intent ions  at  t he  s t ar t  of  t h i s  proj e c t  were  to  cha l l enge  t he  p ercep-
t ion  of  t he  t hrowaway,  I  wante d  to  sug gest  a l ter nat ive  ways  of  b e ing 
wit h  waste .  I  t h in k  t hat  i f  ot hers  can  s e e  p otent ia l  b e auty  in  t he i r  r ub-
bish  t he y  can  b eg in  to  change  t he  way  t he y  t h in k  and  fe e l  ab out  waste . 
I  hop e  i f  anyt h ing  t h is  proj e c t  has  provoke d  ot hers  into  t h in k ing  ab out 
waste  more .  I  have  re a l ly  enj oye d  t h is  proj e c t  and  t h in k  I  have  achie ve d 
w hat  I  s e t  out  to  do  ! !


